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ABSTRACT

There are many factors influencing the user awareness level of privacy and security concerns when storing data on the cloud. One such factor is the users’ cultural background, which has been an inspiration to many studies comparing various cultures. Along those lines, this paper compares the user awareness level between Dutch and Macedonian users, which has not been investigated before. An online study was conducted to measure users’ attitude towards privacy and security of data in the cloud-based systems. The research process was conducted by delivering an online survey to Computer Science students and employees working in different software companies in the Netherlands and Macedonia. The comparative analysis indicates that there are differences in user’s attitude towards storing private data in the cloud. The results of this paper demonstrate that Dutch compared to Macedonian users in general have higher level of awareness regarding the privacy and security of cloud storage.
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INTRODUCTION

The increasing amount of data in various digital forms and the desire to have access to it from various devices has increased the importance of cloud storage. The advantage of having data on a cloud primarily stems from the need of having them available across multiple devices we usually use. Moreover, the uploaded data serve as a solid backup in case the device is damaged or lost. Especially with the rise of using mobile phones, the data storage and sharing has reached a high expansion level and became a need for every user (Guilloteau & Mauree, 2012). Because of this, the number of people considering cloud as an alternative storage is increasing immensely. For example, only Dropbox’s 400 million users save 1.2 billion files to the cloud every 24 hours1. These data are of various nature with some being considered private, despite the fact that cloud storage is associated with a range of severe and complex privacy issues (Svantesson & Clarke, 2010).

Data privacy and security are two dimensions that become relevant with the introduction of cloud storage. Studies reveal that those are judged as the biggest threats when having user data in the cloud storage (Svantesson & Clarke, 2010). Privacy is the basic human right and the cloud service providers (CSPs) should take it in consideration within their policies (Pearson & Benameur, 2010). Privacy stands for protection and suitable use of user’s personal information. For organizations, the
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privacy includes application of laws, policies and standards by which the Personally Identifiable Information (PII) of individuals is managed. Regulations of data privacy exist in many countries and are applied when PII is stored and published on the cloud (Guilloteau & Mauree, 2012). Similarly, the security concern is also one of the major hurdles linked to cloud storage. The CSPs enforce data security by using different types of mechanisms such as firewalls and virtualization (Ruivo, Santos & Oliviera, 2015).

These mechanisms, however, do not fully protect against threats of unauthorized data access from outsiders (Shahzad, 2014). The privacy and security issues are considered when the data is collected, stored, processed and shared. The risk becomes even higher when the services are personalized based on user’s location, calendar and social networks. Most of these services have a profiling and embedded tracking with mechanisms that can tailor the environment based on individual user’s behavior (Pearson & Charlesworth, 2010). When users’ data is moved to the cloud, it can be: 1) accessed by or sent over third parties, 2) used for unintended purposes, 3) can become subject to data protection laws for protection of customer’s data and 4) not deleted when not needed anymore (Henze, Großfengels, Koprowski, & Wehrle, 2013). Users might not always be aware of these facts.

To understand this, studies have been conducted to investigate the level of user awareness concerning privacy and security of the data stored on the cloud (Horrigan, 2008; Ion, Sachdeva, Kumaraguru, & Čapkun, 2011). These studies reveal that users’ awareness is generally low, and that the cultural differences play a great role in user attitudes towards the cloud storage. Considering the importance of the culture, in this paper we investigate the difference in awareness level between Macedonian and Dutch users, two very diverse cultures in terms of the dimensions described by Hofstede and Hofstede (2005) that can be easily compared on author’s website2. Macedonia is not listed as a country on the website, but we compare it to Serbia, which in many aspects is very similar to the Macedonian culture. Based on these dimensions, we anticipate that Dutch users will be generally more aware than Macedonian users. More specifically, we hypothesize the following:

**H1:** Dutch users have higher awareness regarding the existing privacy and security risks when storing data in the cloud compared to Macedonian users.

**H2:** Dutch users store less sensitive data files in the cloud systems compared to Macedonian users.

**H3:** Dutch users are more familiar with the cloud service providers’ rights regarding retaining copies of files and terms of disabling users’ account compared to Macedonian users.

People gaining awareness of these issues is important so that in situations when users’ expectations are not met and their privacy rights are violated, they have the right to sue the companies (Pearson & Charlesworth, 2009). Therefore, this paper attempts to identify users’ awareness level about privacy and security regulations for most widely used cloud systems: Google Drive, Dropbox and OneDrive. In the following sections of this paper the authors present the literature review followed by the methodology used to collect and analyze the data. Afterwards, findings from the gathered data are presented and discussed. At the end, the paper is concluded with some ideas and directions for future efforts.

**LITERATURE REVIEW**

Most widely used cloud storages offer similar services that are comparable between each other. These systems share almost the same advantages, but also similar issues about privacy and security, such as, data loss, data replication, and unauthorized data delivery to third-party companies (Chu et al., 2013). There are many studies investigating various aspects of privacy and security, such as: explaining in detail the privacy and security weaknesses linked to cloud storing (Jivanyan, Yeghiazaryan, Darbinyan, & Manukyan, 2015; Zhao, Rong, Jaatun, & Sandnes, 2012); evaluating enterprise security risks
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